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Abstract— Cluster interactions are imperative in Mobile Ad
hoc Networks (MANET). Multicast is an proficient technique for
implementing cluster connections. However, it is exigent to
execute competent and scalable multicast in MANET due to the
intricacy in faction association supervision and multicast packet
forwarding over a dynamic topology. We intend a novel Efficient
Geographic Multicast Protocol (EGMP). EGMP uses a virtualzone-based formation to execute scalable and proficient group
membership supervision.
A network-wide zone-based bidirectional tree is constructed to accomplish extra proficient
association supervision and multicast deliverance. The situation
information is used to steer the zone configuration edifice,
multicast tree creation and multicast packet forwarding, which
proficiently reduces the overhead for direction incisive and tree
configuration maintenance.
Several strategies have been
anticipated to promote develop the efficiency of the protocol, for
example, introducing the theory of zone intensity for edifice an
optimal tree formation and integrating the position search of
cluster members with the hierarchical group membership
executive.
Finally, we intend a scheme to lever vacant zone dilemma
faced by most routing protocols using a zone constitution. The
scalability and the efficiency of EGMP are evaluated through
simulations and quantitative investigation. Our imitation results
express that EGMP has high envelope liberation ratio, and low
manage transparency and multicast group amalgamation
hindrance under all test scenarios, and is scalable to both group
size and network size. Compared to Scalable Position-Based
Multicast (SPBM) [20], EGMP has appreciably lower control
overhead, data transmission overhead, and multicast group
unification delay.
Keywords- Routing, wireless networks, mobile ad hoc networks,
multicast, protocol

I.

INTRODUCTION

There are growing happiness and consequence in
underneath group transportation over transportable Ad Hoc
Networks (MANETs). Example applications take in the swap
over of communication among a group of soldiers in a
battlefield, transportation among the firemen in a blow area,
and the support of multimedia playoffs and teleconferences.
With a one-to-many or many-to-many communication pattern,
multicast is an competent method to realize group
transportation. However, there is a big challenge in enabling
efficient multicasting over a MANET whose topology may
transform constantly.

Conformist MANET multicast protocols [3]–[8], [28] can
be attributed into two main categories, tree-based and mesh
based. However, due to the invariable movement as well as
common network combination and leaving from human being
nodes, it is very complicated to preserve the tree structure
using these straight tree-based protocols (e.g., MAODV [3],
AMRIS [4], MZRP [5], MZR [28]). The mesh-based protocols
(e.g., FGMP [6], Core-Assisted network protocol [7], ODMRP
[8]) are projected to augment the sturdiness with the use of
superfluous paths between the source and the objective pairs.
Conformist multicast protocols normally do not have good
scalability due to the transparency incurred for route pointed.
Group relationship administration, and creation and protection
of the tree/mesh construction over the self-motivated MANET.
For MANET unicast routing, geographic steering protocols
[11]–[14] have been projected in recent years for more
scalable and vigorous packet transmissions. The accessible
geographic course-plotting protocols generally presume
mobile nodes are attentive of their own positions through
certain positioning organization (e.g., GPS), and a source can
obtain the objective position through some type of position
service [15] [16]. In [13], an transitional node makes its
forwarding decisions based on the objective arrangement
inserted in the container header by the starting place and the
positions of its one-hop neighbors scholarly from the
intermittent beaconing of the neighbors. By default, the
packets are materialistically forwarded to the national that
allows for the furthermost geographic improvement to the
objective. When no such a neighbor exists, boundary
forwarding is used to get better from the local void, where a
container traverses the face of the planar zed local topology
sub graph by applying the right-hand rule until the greedy
forwarding can be resumed.
Similarly, to decrease the topology continuation
transparency and maintain more reliable multicasting, an
selection is to make use of the situation information to guide
multicast routing. For example, in unicast geographic courseplotting, the objective location is accepted in the packet
description to conduct the packet forwarding, while in
multicast routing, the destination is a group of members. A
straight-forward way to enlarge the geography-based
communication from unicast to multicast is to put the
addresses and positions of all the members into the small
package description, however, the header above your head will
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augment appreciably as the group size increases, which
constrains the submission of geographic multicasting only to a
diminutive group [17]–[19]. Besides requiring competent
packet forwarding, a nevertheless geographic multicast
procedure also needs to competently manage the membership
of a possibly outsized group, obtain the position of the
members and build steering paths to reach the members
distributed in a maybe large network terrain. The available
small-group-based geographic multicast protocols [17]–[19] in
universal address only partition of these troubles.
In this work, we recommend an resourceful geographic
multicast procedure, EGMP, which can balance to a large
cluster size and large complex size. The protocol is calculated
to be wide-ranging and self-contained, yet undemanding and
resourceful for more consistent operation. Instead of address
only a unambiguous part of the trouble, it includes a zonebased scheme to resourcefully handle the group membership
administration, and takes improvement of the connection
management configuration to efficiently footpath the locations
of all the assembly members without resorting to an outdoor
location server. The zone organization is fashioned virtually
and the neighborhood where a node is to be found can be
considered based on the position of the node and a mention
origin. In topology-based gather construction, a collect is
normally fashioned around a cluster manager with nodes one
hop or k-hop away, and the crowd together will continuously
change as network topology changes. In contrast, there is no
need to involve a big above your head to generate and
preserve the geographic zones projected in this work, which is
serious to support more efficient and unswerving
communications over a dynamic MANET. By making use of
the location information, EGMP could speedily and
proficiently build container distribution paths, and reliably
continue the forwarding paths in the presence of complex
dynamics due to unstable wireless channels or frequent node
arrangements.
In summary, our donations in this work include:
1) Making use of the point information to design a
nevertheless
virtual-zone-based
scheme
for
resourceful membership administration, which allows
a node to connect and abscond a group quickly.
Geographic unicast is superior to handle the
direction-finding malfunction due to the use of
expected destination location with suggestion to a
zone and applied for transport control and data
packets between two entities so that transmissions are
more full-bodied in the dynamic atmosphere.
2) At the bottom of competent position explore of the
multicast group members, by combining the location
examine with the relationship administration to avoid
the need and above your head of using a disconnect
location server.
3) Introducing an important perception zone depth,
which is resourceful in guiding the tree branch
construction and tree structure continuation, in
particular in the occurrence of node mobility? With
nodes self-organizing into zones, zone based bi-

directional-tree-based giving out paths can be built
speedily for resourceful multicast package
forwarding.
4) Addressing the unfilled zone problem, which is
serious in a zone-based protocol, through the
adjustment of tree structure?
5) Evaluating the presentation of the protocol from end
to end quantitative psychotherapy and all-embracing
simulation. Our analysis consequences point toward
that the cost of the set of rules defined as the per-node
be in charge of transparency remains constant not
considering of the complex size and the group size.
Our simulation studies substantiate the nevertheless
and efficiency of the planned protocol.
We systematize the rest of this manuscript as follows. In
Section 2, we converse some associated work. We present a
comprehensive design of the EGMP etiquette in Section 3, and
quantitatively investigate the per-node charge of EGMP in
Section 4. Finally, we give our reproduction results in Section
5 and conclude the manuscript in Section 6.
II.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we first recapitulate the basic measures
assumed in conformist multicast protocols, and then introduce
a few geographic multicast algorithms proposed in the
literature.
Conservative topology-based multicast protocols surround
tree-based protocols (e.g., [3]–[5], [28]) in addition to meshbased protocols (e.g., [6], [8]). Tree-based protocols assemble
a tree structure for more resourceful forwarding of packets to
all the assembly members. Mesh-based protocols make bigger
a multicast tree with supplementary paths which container be
used to forward packets when several of the links break.
Although hard work were completed to develop more scalable
topology-aware protocols [7], the topology-based multicast
protocols are in general easier said than done to scale to a
large set of connections size, as the structure and safeguarding
of the unadventurous tree or mesh construction engross high
control overhead over a self-motivated network. The effort in
[26], [27] attempts to get enhanced the stateless multicast
protocol [2], which allows it a enhanced scalability to
grouping size. In contrast, EGMP uses a location-aware come
up to for more consistent membership administration and
container transmissions, and chains scalability for both
assemblage size and network size. As the center of attention of
our paper is to improve the scalability of location-based
multicast, a assessment with topology-based protocols is out
of the extent of this work. However, we note that at the
comparable mobility and structure set-up, the escape ratio of
[26] is much subordinate than that of EGMP, and the freedom
ratio in [27] varies appreciably as the assemblage size
changes. In addition, topology-based course-plotting by
natural history is more defenseless to mobility and long path
communication, which prevents topology-based protocols
from scaling to a outsized network size.
Besides the need of administration group connection as
well as constructing and maintaining a multicast construction,
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a geographic multicast protocol also requires a location repair
[15] [16] to get hold of the positions of the members. The
geographic multicast protocols accessible in [17], [18] and
[19] need to Put them in sequence of the complete tree or all
the destinations into packet headers, which would produce a
big description overhead when the group size is great and
restrict these protocols to be used only for minute groups. In
DSM [17], each node floods its arrangement in the set of
connections. A source constructs a Steiner tree and encodes
the multicast tree into every one packet, and delivers the
container by means of starting place steering. LGT [18]
requires each collection associate to know the locations of all
other assemblage members, and proposes two place on top
multicast trees: a bandwidth-minimizing LGS tree and a delayminimizing LGK tree. In PBM [19], a multicast foundation
node finds a set of adjoining, next-hop nodes and assigns each
packet purpose to one next-hop node. The next-hop nodes, in
turn, say again the development. Thus, no global giving out
construction is obligatory. GMP in [29] attempts to put up a
more competent multicast tree all the way through a central
computation for tree construction, and is also more pertinent
for a smaller group. The meeting point of EGMP, however, is
to advance the scalability and efficiency of geometric
multicast.
The HRPM [30] and SPBM [20] are more connected to our
work, as they also sustain hierarchical group administration.
HRPM consists of two key intend ideas: 1) Hierarchical
putrefaction of a large group into a pecking order of
recursively prearranged manageable-sized subgroups and 2)
The use of disseminated geographic hashing to assemble and
preserve such a ladder. Although it is motivating to be relevant
hashing to find the appointment point (RP) for the set of
connections to store and take back circumstances in sequence,
the hashed locality is obtained with the hypothesis of the
network size, which is not easy for a self-motivated network.
Also, as the hashed location is virtual, it is probable that the
nodes could not come across the (consistent) RP.
This can happen when a memorandum (e.g., Join) reaches a
node whose communication range covers the virtual point, but
the swelling is neither the one contiguous to the RP, nor
attentive of the node (which may be out of its transmission
range) contiguous to the RP. The mobility of nodes will
commence additional challenge to the etiquette, which may
not only product in frequent RP handoff, but also augment the
chance of RP search contradiction and failure. Additionally,
requiring a node to make contact with RP first for a Join will
increase amalgamation delay. In contrast, EGMP does not
make any postulation of the network size in press forward, and
the revolutionize of the connection of a zone does not could do
with to be sent to a far-away RP but only needs to be
reorganized locally. Instead of using one RP as a core for
group membership administration, which may lead to a
summit of malfunction, EGMP introduces the root zone which
is much more constant than a single point, and manage group
relationship more competently within the local range. As an
alternative of by means of the overlay-based multiple unicast
transmissions, EGMP. Takes improvement of the licentious

mode communication to frontward packets along more
efficient program paths. We did not directly compare our work
with HRPM, as we do not be familiar with the hashing
algorithm used and a dissimilar RP allocation scheme would
lead to dissimilar presentation. However, we evaluated the
presentation of EGMP by means of a a large amount larger
non-attendance network size, which is known to include much
more challenge to make certain reliable multicast
transmissions than a less important network.
In SPBM [20], the set of connections topography is divided
into a quad tree with L levels. The top level is the whole set of
connections and the underneath level is constructed by basic
squares. Each higher level is constructed by superior squares
with each square casing four smaller squares at the next lower
level. All the nodes in a basic square are within each other’s
broadcast range.
At each level, every square needs to occasionally flood its
connection into its upper level square. Such periodic flooding
is repeated for every two adjoining levels and the top level is
the whole set of connections region. Note worthy control
overhead will

Fig. 1: Zone structure and multicast session example.
be generated when the set of connections size increases as a
result of connection flooding. With this down to business and
periodic association updating scheme, the association change
of a node may need to go from side to side L levels to make it
known to the whole set of connections, which leads to a long
multicast group combination time. As an alternative of using
manifold levels of flooding for group association management,
EGMP uses more efficient zone based tree arrangement to
allow nodes to speedily join and disappear the group. EGMP
introduces root zone and zone distance downward to smooth
the progress of undemanding and more consistent group
connection management. EGMP does not use any interrupted
network-wide flooding, thus it can be scalable to mutually the
group size and network size.
Finally, a lot of mechanism has been completed happening
geographically [31], [32], [34].Dissimilar from common
multicasting, in which the destinations are a collection of
receivers, the destination of recasting is one or multiple
geographic regions (squares are normally defined). When
packets accomplish the projected region, they will be sent to
the nodes in the district through flooding or other methods.
There is no need of forming multicast infrastructure to
transport packets to group members that may share out widely
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in the whole network sphere of influence and change their
positions as nodes move. In [33], we projected an competent
and vigorous geographic multicast protocol for MANET. In
this paper, we additional commence zone-supported
geographic forwarding to diminish the course-plotting failure,
and provide instrument to handle zone partitioning. In
addition, we commence a path optimization process to switch
compound paths, and make available comprehensive cost
psychotherapy to make obvious the scalability of the proposed
routing scheme.
III.

CAPABLE GEOGRAPHIC MULTICAST PROTOCOL

In this section, we will portray the EGMP protocol in
details. We first present an overview of the protocol and
commence the notations to be used in the rest of the
expression paper in Section 3.1. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we in
attendance our designs for the manufacture of zone structure
and the zone-based geographic forwarding. Finally, in
Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, we commence our mechanisms for
multiple cast tree conception, continuance and multi cast
packet delivery.
A. Protocol Summary
EGMP supports scalable and dependable association
administration and multicast forwarding through a two-tier
virtual zone- based configuration. At the lower layer, in
situation to a programmed virtual origin, the nodes in the
complex self-organize themselves into a set of zones as shown
in Fig. 1, and a manager is designated in a zone to administer
the local group association. At the upper layer, the manager
servesas a delegate for its zone to connect or leave a multicast
assembly as obligatory. As a result, a network-wide zonebased multicast tree is built. For efficient and reliable
administration and transmissions, location in sequence will be
incorporated with the intend and used to conduct the zone
construction, group association administration, multicast tree
structure and continuation, and container forwarding. The
zone-based hierarchy is common for all the multicast sources
of a group. To further reduce the forwarding overhead and
delay, EGMP supports both directional packet forwarding the
length of the tree construction. That is, instead of transport the
packets to the root of the tree first; a source frontwards the
multicast packets unswervingly all along the tree. At the upper
layer, the multicast packets will flow the length of the
multicast hierarchy both up flow to the source zone and down
flow to the leaf zones of the hierarchy. At the lower layer,
when an on tree zone administrator receives the packets, it will
mail them to the assembly members in its local zone.
Many issues require to be addressed to make the procedure
fully handy and scalable. The issues related to zone
administration include: the schemes for more competent and
vigorous zone assembly and continuation, the strategies for
selection and continuation of a zone leader with least amount
above your head, zone partitioning as a consequence of
ruthless wireless channels or signal overcrowding, potential
packet loss when multicast members move across zones. The
issues associated to packet forwarding include: the resourceful
building of multicast paths with the district structure, the

handling of empty zone problem, the efficient tree
organization protection during node arrangements, the
consistent transmissions of be in charge of and multicast data
packets, and obtaining position in sequence to make possible
our geometric design devoid of resorting to an peripheral
location server.
For the expediency of arrangement, we first introduce the
terminologies second-hand in the paper. In EGMP, we assume
every node is conscious of its own situation through some
positioning classification (e.g., GPS [10]) or other localization
schemes. The forwarding of statistics packets and most control
messages is based on the geographic unicast course-plotting
protocol GPSR [13] described in Section 1. EGMP, however,
does not depend on a detailed geographic unicast protocol.
Some of the notations to be used are:
zone: The set of connections ground is separated into square
zones as shown in Fig. 1. Zone size, the distance end to end of
a side of the zone square. The zone size is set to r <=r1√ 2,
where r1is the transmission range of the movable nodes. To
reduce intra-zone administration above your head, the intrazone nodes can communicate directly with each other without
the need of any intermediate relays. zone ID: The
classification of a zone. A node can calculate its zone ID (a,
b) from its position coordinate (x, y) as: a = [ x¡x0 r ], b = [
y¡y0r ], where (x0; y0) is the location of the virtual origin,
which can be a known location location or unwavering at set
of connections setup time. A zone is virtual and formulate in
location to the practical derivation. For straightforwardness,
we assume all the zone IDs are positive.
zone center: For a zone with ID (a,b), the position of its
center (x0,yo) can be calculated as: xc = x0 + (a+0:5) × r, yc =
y0 + (b + 0:5) × r. A packet ordained to a zone will be
forwarded towards the center of the zone.
zLdr: Zone leader. A zLdr is elected in each zone for
administration the local zone group connection and taking part
in the upper tier multicast direction-finding.
tree zone: The zones on the multicast tree. The tree zones are
in charge for the multicast packet forwarding. A hierarchy
zone may have group members or immediately help forward
the multicast packets for zones with members. root zone: The
zone where the cause of the multicast tree is positioned. zone
depth: The depth of a zone is used to reproduce its detachment
to the root zone. For a zone with ID (a; b), its profundity is:
depth = max(|ao-a| ,| b0-b|);
where (a0; b0) is the root-zone ID. For example, in Fig. 1,
the root zone has depth zero, the eight zones straight away
neighboring the root zone encompass depth one, and the outer
seven zones encompass depth two.
In EGMP, the zone-structure is practical and designed
based on a orientation point. Therefore, the construction of
zone organization does not depend on the form of the network
county, and it is very simple to locate and preserve a zone. The
zone is second-hand in EGMP to make available location
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reference and prop up lower level group association
administration. A multicast group can cross multiple zones.
With the foreword of virtual zone, EGMP does not require to
track human being node pressure group but only requirements
to track the association change of zones, which considerably
reduces the administration overhead and increases the
sturdiness of the projected multicast protocol. We choose to
design the zone without making an allowance for node
concentration so it can make available more reliable location
situation and association organization in a network with
constant topology changes.
B. National Table Production and Zone Leader
Determination
For efficient administration of states in a zone, a manager is
elected with least amount above your head. As a node employ
intermittent BEACON transmit to hand out its position in the
beneath geographic unicast routing [13], to make possible
manager ballot vote and lessen overhead, EGMP simply
inserts in the BEACON communication a flag indicating
whether the dispatcher is a zone leader. With zone size , A
transmit message determination be established by all the nodes
in the zone. To diminish the beaconing transparency, instead
of by means of fixed-interval beaconing, the beaconing
intermission for the beneath unicast procedure will be
adaptive. Non-leader node strength of mind sends a beacon
each interlude of Intvalmax or when it moves to a new zone. A
zone leader has to launch out a inspiration every period of
Intvalmin to make known its management role.
A node constructs its neighbor table devoid of additional
signaling. When in receipt of a inspiration from a neighbor, a
node proceedings the joint ID, position and flag controlled in
the communication in its neighbor table. Table 1 shows the
neighbor table of node 18 in Fig. 1. The zone ID of the
distribution node can be considered from its location, as
discussed former To avoid steering failure due to outmoded
topology in sequence, an entry will be unconcerned if not
revitalized within a period Timeout or the equivalent neighbor
is detected unreachable by the MAC layer protocol. outmoded
topology information an ingress will be uncomplicated if not
revitalized within a interlude TimeoutNT or the equivalent
neighbor is detected inaccessible by the MAC layer procedure.
TABLE 1: The neighbor table of node 18 in Fig. 1.

infrastructure. Transmissions among nodes in special zones
may be desirable for the network-tier forwarding of manage
messages and data packets. As the basis and the target may be
several hops away, to guarantee consistent transmissions,
geographic unicasting is used with the packet forwarding
guided by the intention location. However, in ordinary
geographic unicast routing, position examine is compulsory
for the basis to acquire the target location. In EGMP, to keep
away from the overhead in tracking the accurate locations of a
potentially large numeral of group members, position service
is integrated with zone-based association administration
without the need of an outdoor position server. At the complex
tier, only the ID of the objective zone is needed. A packet is
forwarded towards the midpoint of the target zone first. After
inward at the target zone, the packet will be forwarded to a
explicit getting node or broadcast depending on the
communication type. Generally, the messages related to
multicast group membership administration and multicast data
will be forwarded to the zone leader to procedure.

Fig. 2: Impact of forwarding strategies
To pass up this trouble, we bring in a zone forwarding
mode in EGMP when the fundamental geographic forwarding
fails. Only when the district manner also fails, the container
will be dropped. In zone method, a correspondent node
searches for the next hop to the target based on its neighbor
table, which can more precisely track the narrow network
topology. The node selects as its next hop the bordering node
whose zone is the adjoining to the end zone and closer to the
target zone than its own zone. If several candidates are
accessible, the neighbor adjoining to the target is selected as
the next hop. To evaluate the distances of different zones to
the target zone, the node can calculate the distance value
dis(a;b) of a zone (a,b) to the destination zone (adst; bdst) as:
dis(a;b) = (a – a dst)2 + (b – b dst)2

C. Zone-supported Geographic Forwarding
With a zone organization, the announcement procedure
includes an intra-zone diffusion and an inter-zone diffusion. In
our zone-structure, as nodes from the similar zone are within
each other’s conduction range and are attentive of each other’s
position, only one communication is obligatory for intra-zone

D. Multicast Tree Construction
In this section, we current the multicast tree formation and
upholding schemes. In EGMP, as a substitute of linking each
assembly part directly to the tree, the tree is twisted in the
granularity of zone with the direction of position information,
which considerably reduces the tree administration overhead.
With a target position, a control message can be transmitted
instantly without incurring a high overhead and impediment to
find the path first, which enables swift group fusion and
leaving. In the ensuing explanation, except when plainly
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indicated, we use G, S and M respectively to signify a
multicast group, a basis of G and a member of G.
1) Multicast session initiation and termination
When a multicast gathering G is initiated, the first
foundation node S (or a undo group architect) announces the
continuation of G by flooding a message NEW conference (G;
zoneIDS) into the complete network. The message carries G
and the ID of the zone where S is situated, which is used as the
preliminary rootzone ID of group G.
When a node M receives this message and is fascinated in
G, it will connect G using the progression described in the
subsequently paragraph. A multicast crowd component will
keep a association table with an entry (G; root_ zID; isAcked),
where G is a group of which the node is a constituent, root Zid
is the root-zone ID and is Acked is a flag indicating whether
the node is on the equivalent multicast tree. A zone leader
(zLdr) maintains a multicast table. When a zLdr receives the
NEW _SESSION message, it will record the group ID and the
root-zone ID in its multicast table. Table 2 is an example of
one entry in the multicast table of node 16 in Fig. 1. The table
contains the group ID, root-zone ID, upstream zone ID,
downstream zone list and downstream node list. To end a
session G, S floods a message END _SESSION(G). When
receiving this message, the nodes will remove all the
information about G from their membership tables and
multicast tables.
TABLE 2: The entry of group G in multicast table of node 16

2) Multicast group join
When a node M needs to connect the multicast grouping G,
if it is not a principal node, it sends a JOIN_ REQ(M , PosM;
G; {Mold}) communication to its zLdr, shipping its address,
situation, and group to join. The concentrate on of the old
grouping leader Mold is an option used when there is a chief
handoff and a new organizer sends an rationalized JOIN REQ
memorandum to its upstream zone. If M did not collect the
NEW SESSION memorandum or it just together the network,
it can investigate for the accessible groups by querying its
neighbors. If a zLdr receives a JOIN REQ memorandum or
wants to join G itself, it begins the manager union practice as
shown in Fig. 3. If the JOIN REQ message is established from
a member M of the same zone, the zLdr adds M to the
downstream node list of its multicast table. If the meaning is
from another zone, it will contrast the depth of the requesting
zone and that of its own zone. If its sector depth is slighter,
i.e., its zone is quicker to the root zone than the requesting
zone, it will add the requesting zone to its downstream zone
list; otherwise, it simply continues forwarding the JOIN _REQ
message towards the root zone.
IV.

COST ANALYSIS

In this segment, we will quantitatively investigate the per
node cost of the etiquette, which is distinct as the standard
quantity of organize messages transmitted by each node per
second. The notations to be used in this segment are listed in
Table 3. The outlay of the taken as a whole protocol consists
of the following three machinery: zone construction and
geographic routing, tree creation, and tree upholding.
TABLE 3: Notations used in the cost analysis

A. Cost for zone building and geographic routing
The zone is implicit and resolute by each node based on its
location and the allusion origin, without the need of
superfluous signaling messages. The chief information is
circulated with a flag inserted in the inspiration messages of
the primary geographic unicast routing protocol. Therefore,
the per node cost of the zone construction and geographic
routing is impacted by the beaconing frequency 1/Intvalmin
introduced in Section 3.2, and the cost is as follows:
Costunicast ≤ 1/Intvalmin= O(1).
Fig.3 : The pseudocode of the leader joining procedure.
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B. Cost for tree construction
The tree structure process is related with the multicast
session instigation and annihilation, and the member
combination and leaving the multicast tree.
Lemma 1: The per node cost of multicast tree construction is
O(1) with respect to the network size and the group size.
Proof: Multicast session initiation and termination include a
flooding of a NEW _SESSION message and a flooding of
END_ SESSION message, so the cost for multicast session
initiation and termination is:

and as Mn ≤ N and Mz ≤ N, Costjoin ≤O(1). Since the JOIN_
REPLY message follows the reverse direction of JOIN_ REQ
message, and the leaving process is similar tothe joining
process, Costreply = Costjoin ≤ O(1) and Costleave = Costjoin ≤
O(1). Therefore, the cost for multicast tree edifice is:

the cost in maintaining tree branches, as presented in Section
3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.4. We first analyze these costs separately.

Due to node faction, a zone may become vacant. The
empty zone may be a tree zone or the root zone. When the
upstream zone of a tree zone is to be empty, the moving away
leader will hand the tree zone over to its own upstream zone,
which will send a JOIN _REPLY message to this tree zone.

The cost for tree branch maintenance should be also less than
the cost of joining process with frequency

Costtree = Costinit end + Costjoin + Costreply + Costleave
= O(1):
This indicates that the per-node manage overhead involved in
multicast tree production leftovers moderately stable with
respect to network size and group size.
C. Cost for tree maintenance
The cost concerned in multicast tree preservation includes
the behavior of zone voyage of multicast members, the tree
renovation when there is an empty zone, and the tree limb
upholding.
Lemma 2: Suppose that a node keeps the same moving
direction in a zone. The average moving distance of the
mobile nodes in a zone is πr/4 .
Proof: The moving distance d of a node in a zone is the length
of its moving trail in the zone square. For example, in Fig. 5,
line a is such a moving trail. Suppose the angle formed by the
moving trail and the bottom side of the zone square is µ. Due
to the symmetry of the square, we only need to consider the
case when ¢ [0; π/ 4 ]. As illustrated in Fig. 5, all the possible
moving trails with angle µ are located between two parallel
lines b and c, where b and c are tangent to the zone with angle
µ. Line l is perpendicular to b and c and intersects b at point A.
a intersects l at B. Suppose the distance between

Lemma 3: The per node cost of multicast tree maintenance
isO(1) with respect to the network size and the group size.
Proof: The cost for the tree maintenance is composed of the
cost for handling zone crossing of member nodes, the cost in
adapting the tree structure in the presence of empty zones, and

V.

CONCLUSIONS

There is an escalating stipulate and a big dare to devise
more scalable and consistent multicast protocol over a forceful
ad hoc network (MANET). In this paper, we proposition an
proficient and scalable geographic multicast protocol, EGMP,
for MANET. The scalability of EGMP is achieved during a
two-tier virtual-zone based composition, which takes
advantage of the geometric information to significantly
shorten the zone supervision and sachet forwarding.
A zone-based bi-directional multicast hierarchy is built at the
greater tier for supplementary competent multicast association
administration and data escape, whilst the intra-zone
supervision is performed at the junior tier to appreciate the
local association supervision. The situation information is used
in the etiquette to guide the zone configuration structure,
multicast tree manufacture, continuation, and multicast packet
forwarding.
Compared to conservative topology based
multicast protocols, the use of position information in EGMP
drastically reduces the tree creation and continuation
overhead, and enables earlier tree structure variation to the
network topology modify.
We also enlarge a proposal to handle the vacant zone
dilemma, which is exigent for the zone-based protocols.
Additionally, EGMP makes use of geographic forwarding
for dependable packet transmissions, and proficiently tracks
the positions of multicast collection members without
resorting to an exterior position attendant. We make a
quantitative scrutiny on the manage overhead of the projected
EGMP protocol and our consequences designate that the pernode cost of EGMP keeps moderately invariable with
deference to the network size and the set size.
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We also performed widespread simulations to assess the
routine of EGMP. Compared to the traditional protocol
ODMRP, both geometric multicast protocols SPBM and
EGMP might realize much elevated liberation ratio in all
conditions, with respect to the dissimilarity of mobility, node
density, group size and network range. However, compared to
EGMP, SPBM incurs several times of control overhead,
outmoded packet transmissions and multicast crowd
combination stoppage. Although SPBM is premeditated to be
scalable to the assembly size, it has very low packet release
ratio when the group size is small without an unwavering
membership in each level of quad-tree square, and cannot
achieve well underneath a large network size due to the use of
multi-level network-wide flooding of control messages.
ODMRP takes improvement of dissemination to accomplish
more efficient packet forwarding, but the transmissions are
much more defective due to its involvedness of maintaining
forwarding mesh under mobility, which leads to a lower
packet delivery ratio. The multicast group joining delay of
ODMRP is also much higher than that of EGMP.Our results
indicate that geometric information can be used to more
efficiently construct and maintain multicast structure, and to
achieve more scalable and reliable multicast transmissions in
the presence of constant topology change of MANET. Our
simulation results demonstrate that EGMP has high packet
delivery ratio, and low control overhead and multicast group
joining delay under all cases studied, and is scalable to both
the group size and the network size. Compared to the
geographic multicast protocol SPBM, it has significantly
lower control overhead, data transmission overhead, and
multicast group joining delay.
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